AGENDA

1. How to Study with Windows Devices – Video (Bryant Hansen)

2. ExamSoft – Weekly Formative Exams (Student Feedback)

3. Senate - External Tech Committee Monthly Update (Daniel Wahlstrom)

4. U-World - Added to Shiffman Library computer stations (Dozier)

5. Library Resources (Wendy Wu)
   a. Lib resources linked to all Canvas courses
   b. Shiffman is considering re-structure our website and Timesaver.
   c. Looking for student reps to form user focus/usability test group or provide us a suggestion on how to get students’ input?

6. MSIS Issues Resolved/ Updates
   a. Chrome and Windows 10 incompatibility
   b. PDFs opening in Edge instead of Reader
   c. Wireless Printing – Still waiting on C&IT Risk Analysis

7. Discussion